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As usual, this is just my opinion, arrived at by reading the mainstream sources and coming to my own
conclusions. Yours may differ. Fortunately, this paper was written in the US and is protected by the
Constitution. Under the free speech clause, I am legally allowed to question mainstream stories worldwide, and
to disbelieve them.

This paper is to prepare you for a much more startling one on the horizon, one I have just begun. It will
be easier to digest once you have digested this one.
I stumbled across an article in the London Independent online yesterday from 2011 on David Irving. It
seemed strange to me, like I was reading it through a mist.
David Irving is the famous or notorious historian best known as an alleged Holocaust denier. After
writing many well-known books about WW2, he decided late in his career (around 1989, age 51) to
dive headlong into controversy, publicly questioning the mainstream death figures as well as the
presence of gas chambers. We are told he went to Austria in 2005 to speak, even though he knew there
were laws against Holocaust denial there and that he had been banned. He was allegedly arrested and
sentenced to three years in prison, of which he is said to have served 13 months. He was arrested on
November 11. Yes, that is 11/11. Remember that for later.
Now for my history on this question. I supported Irving for years. Not really for the so-called
Holocaust denial—since I have left that question pretty much open for the past two decades—but for
free speech. As an American, I found these European thought-crime laws very strange. Ironically, I
was in line with Chomsky on this, since Chomsky has argued in the same way. Chomsky even showed
up to support Robert Faurisson, a notorious French Holocaust denier, defending him on his right to be

wrong. Chomsky argued that free speech means nothing unless you can apply it to people you strongly
disagree with. Even after breaking with Chomsky, I still agree with that.
It is also worth mentioning that Irving has never denied the Holocaust happened. He proposed that the
numbers may have been inflated and questioned the use of gas chamber and other specifics, but he
never denied atrocities occurred on a large scale. For the most part he has tried to shift the blame for
the camps away from Hitler and to those such as Himmler. I won't get into that here, since we will later
see it doesn't matter: it is all misdirection of one sort or another. But for now, you should know that at
trial, Irving admitted that millions of Jews had been murdered by the Nazis. That was one of the
desired outcomes of the trial, as well as Irving's conviction and jailing.
Anyway, along with the general notion of free speech, what I was originally troubled by was that we
were seeing a noted historian who had done decades of research and had written many widely read
books not being allowed to publish that research or give his opinion of it. You should find that very
strange. This was not just your average Joe having an opinion based on listening to Rush Limbaugh or
something, this was a famous historian. Laws were passed all over Europe and indeed the world (see
Canada and New Zealand, for instance) against disagreeing with mainstream history or numbers in any
way. Irving's books were actually pulled from the shelves for that reason alone. Since we can say that
about no other topic, you should find that highly suspicious. This is what alerted me to the project here
more than anything else, and is what caused me to give the alternate theories a fair reading years ago. I
figured that if governments were going to such lengths to suppress something, it was either true or was
covering an even blacker truth.
When I lived in Belgium, I actually had several major disagreements with friends (and with strangers in
pubs) about Irving. I told them they should be concerned that people were going to jail in Europe for
thought-crime. [I also defended Brigitte Bardot in those strange conversations.] Irving has never
called for violence against Jews. I said that laws against questioning the government were dangerous
and that these laws were very Nazi-like themselves. I still believe that. But I couldn't get anyone I
talked to to pay attention. They were more interested in the (exceedingly boring) football matches on
TV. Since they were never going to disagree with the government or indeed have an independent
thought, I suppose it didn't really matter.
Years ago I read some of the alternative literature on the Holocaust, including the claims of Irving.
Still not feeling confident enough to take a side—the arguments on both sides being weak or
inconclusive, it seemed to me—I emailed Norman Finkelstein. Everything to do with this question
seemed misty, so I thought I would ask a Jewish person who I admired. Not being Jewish myself, I
thought maybe I just didn't have the proper eye for this stuff. It was grasping, yes, but that is what I
did. For those of us on the left, Finkelstein—like Chomsky and Zinn—was a minor hero. His
arguments with Dershowitz were enough to make him shine in my naïve eyes. Anyway, Finkelstein
said he was pretty sure the Holocaust had happened, but that it was possible the figures had been
inflated by some margin. So I adopted that stance quietly, not really having any reason to broadcast it.
It wasn't actually that important to me one way or the other, I just wanted to know the truth. I like to
know things.
So that is where I was on the question until yesterday, when I tripped across the 2011 article on Irving.
In it, claiming Hitler prophesied his coming, Irving quotes Hitler's doctor, whom Irving allegedly
tracked down in the 1970s. This doctor, quoting Hitler, says this:
One day, an Englishman will come along and write my biography.

But it cannot be an

Englishman of the present generation. They won’t be objective. It will have to be an
Englishman of the next generation, and one who is totally familiar with all the German
archives.

I don't know why that jumped out at me. Maybe it is because of all the work I have done in the past
year on faked events. Or maybe they just got too cute there. But I said to myself, “That sounds like
crap.” It isn't believable. And I don't mean Irving's story isn't believable. I mean this story of him
telling this story isn't believable. The whole thing is starting to stink of a con.
They are trying to sell the idea that Irving has finally gone completely off the deep end, I guess, but
they have been selling that story for years. You may say that Irving is now 77, and maybe he is actually
losing his mind a little. But, given the other things we will look at in a moment, I don't read it that way.
I read it as the desperation of his handlers, and their well-known disrespect for the intelligence of their
audience. In short, they got sloppy. They went too far here. They tore their own curtain, and I finally
saw through it.
So what else do I have? Well, in the next paragraph we get another tear. Irving says that his old knees
are jelly because he wasn't allowed any real exercise while in that Austrian prison. He says that 70
prisoners were only allowed to walk in a circle in a tiny yard once a day. Right, because Austrian
prisons are known as such hellholes. C'mon, this is Austria, for crying out loud, not Thailand or Israel
or Guantanamo Bay. Why would an Austrian prison treat a non-violent old man jailed for thinking the
wrong thoughts like that? They wouldn't. It's another sign of a fake.
What else? Well, the author, Johann Hari, gives us the next clue. . . .

But wait, we have seen Johann Hari before, haven't we? He came up in my outing of Jack London
from just a few weeks ago. Hari is the one who told us all the ridiculous falsehoods about Jack
London being the most widely read Socialist in history, or something like that. Beyond that, a quick
search on Hari reminds us he was the one suspended from the Independent for plagiarism in 2011,
same year as this Irving article. He later left the Independent altogether. He also had to return his
Orwell prize, which is pretty funny considering what I just told you about Orwell last week. Why did
he return the prize? Because, according to Damien Thompson* in the London Telegraph, it is because
he “invented an atrocity”. In other words, made up a fake event. That is what it looks to me like he is
doing here in the Irving article as well. Instead of asking for the return of the Orwell prize, they should
have given him a second one, gold-plated. Hari also made improper edits to the Wikipedia pages of
his critics, under a pseudonym. Despite that, his career continued pretty much unabated. He was

reassigned to the fake war on drugs, and was hired to do a TED talk this year. So this is all unwinding
in spectacular fashion, far beyond what I understood when I began writing. But isn't that always the
way now?
Anyway, Hari says this in the Irving article:
David Irving has limped to the door of his large Berkshire country house, and is standing by a
Christmas tree, waiting. I trudge up the drive, wondering how a recent bankrupt can afford
all this, when he beckons me in with a rather severe look.

Given my title, I draw your attention to the Christmas tree there. Nice touch, Johann!
But the reason I included that quote is what Hari admits about Irving's posh abode. How indeed does
he afford it all? Unless. . . maybe his bankruptcy is as fake as all the rest of it.
As the fog began to dissipate, my brain turned on full blast and I thought, “David Irving. David Irving.
That name might be Jewish”. So I checked. No easy information on his father, but his mother Beryl
Irene Newington is indeed Jewish. David has admitted it. A friend of Irving, Rolf Hochhuth stated it
for the record in Junge Freiheit (No. 08/2005 from 18 Feb. 2005) while trying to defend Irving from
anti-Semitism. Beryl Newington is the daughter of Francis Dolman, who is the daughter of Frederick
and Susan Dolman. Frederick is the son of Fay Uffelman, but his father is denied us. Susan's parents
are denied us. Irving has denied that he is Jewish or that he was brought up Jewish. However, he
admits his father left the family either in 1938 or 1942, when David was four. Since his father John
was a Naval Commander, he would have been gone in the war for most of that time anyway, so we will
take the first date as more likely. Since the family lived without a father, we must it assume the
children were brought up by their mother. If she was Jewish and had no man in the house, why would
she not bring them up Jewish? Even if she were non-practicing, she would in no case have brought
them up Christian. So the story we are told doesn't make any sense, as usual.
Here's a curious passage early on Irving's Wikipedia page:
Irving described his childhood in an interview with the American writer Ron Rosenbaum as:
"Unlike the Americans, we English suffered great deprivations ... we went through childhood
with no toys. We had no kind of childhood at all. We were living on an island that was crowded
with other people's armies".[10] According to his twin, Nicholas, Irving has also been a
provocateur and prankster since his youth.[11]

Note that he is being interviewed by the Jewish Rosenbaum. Then notice the lie. England was never
invaded during the war, so how could it be “crowded with other people's armies”? It was bombed, not
invaded or occupied. Then notice the last sentence, about Irving being a provocateur and prankster.
Really? They are giving you the clue here. Best you get it. Irving is a provocateur.
And here's a curious passage in the Independent article. When Hitler's doctor tells Irving he was the
one chosen by Hitler to cleanse his history, Irving replies, “Why me? Why me? Why haven't you
given it to Jacobson or Hilburg or one of the other great historians?” Someone is a terrible speller, and
I guess we have to blame it on Hari and the Independent, since I assume newspapers still have editors.
In context, Irving must be talking about Hans-Adolf Jacobsen and Raul Hilberg, great historians who
specialized in Hitler and WW2. Note the correct spelling. But it gets weirder, because Hilberg is
Jewish. Why would Irving think that Hitler or Hitler's doctor would give any information to Hilberg,

much less assume Hilberg would re-evaluate him? It is beyond absurd, and is just another example of
Irving the prankster. But apparently no one noticed. The article has been up for four years now, and no
one has thought to correct the two misspellings.
Do we get yet another clue in the next paragraph? David admits that his father made things up about
his time in the Navy.
In the navy, they call this make-believe and exaggeration “swinging the lantern”.

Hari then ask him, “Are you like your father, David?”
In other words, is this all make-believe?
You can see why I said this all read “as through a mist” at first. The whole article is telling you
something without telling you. It isn't about what it appears to be about.
We can tell this by the lines Irving is being fed, which are totally over-the-top. Every other sentence he
is slandering the female sex, to make sure any and all female readers are fully prejudiced against him.
Later he says he was beaten sadistically by his school teacher, “but wouldn't have missed it”. So we are
supposed to think he likes being beaten.
We also get a clue to why this decades-long hoax has been perpetrated. Although Irving wrote about
Dresden, he also confirmed Hitler's death:
Otto Gunsche had been Hitler’s personal adjutant, the man who burned his body at the end –
and he liked the Dresden book. After a series of meetings, he led Irving to the rest.

So you see, far from overturning the mainstream story of Hitler, Irving actually confirms the important
parts of it. Irving readers would never have bothered looking for Hitler in Brazil, would they?
We get another curious statement after that. Irving says:
And I thought to myself – there must be two Hitlers, there's the Hitler we're told about by
Hollywood and Madison Avenue and there's the Hitler that these people worked for.

Hollywood and Madison Avenue? Not “the history books” but “Hollywood”. That should look curious
to you, coming from a historian. Is Irving telling you that the Hitler we have come to know and hate
was created mainly by Hollywood and Madison Avenue? That's what he just said, isn't it?
Finally, at the end of the interview, Hari asks him outright if he is a provocateur. Irving says,
“I am a scamp, yes a scamp. Ever since school. I like to have one piece of mischief on every
page I write so you go to turn the page and are thinking, well, what was that page about?”
And he [Irving] closes his eyes tightly in the freezing air. For one moment, it seems as
though he is back at Brentwood School, asking for a copy of Mein Kampf for speech day, and
thinking all this – all this hate, and all this hard work to rehabilitate the worst genocidal
killer of the twentieth century – is only a jolly, jolly jape.

Yes, I'm sure it is, but is it the jape we are being sold here? We are being sold the idea that Irving is
toying with us, and he is. But how far and in which direction? Is he, as the article implies, just toying

with us to make us think Hitler was innocent? Or it there actually much more to it than that?
Before I answer that question, I would like to point out one more time how odd it is to find this
important article so full of typos and errors of fact. I had to correct two obvious typos in that last quote
alone. And the article says Irving's father died in 1964. He didn't, he died in 1967. The article was
clearly rushed into print, never proofed, and never corrected in four years. That by itself is very odd.
You would think Irving himself would write in and ask for corrections. You will say it is because Hari
was busy fighting plagiarism charges that year, and didn't have the opportunity to fix it. But I don't see
it that way. I read even the typos as clues. I think they have left the typos in to test the readers. They
want to see if anybody is reading this closely, and the way they do that is monitor people writing in
about typos. My guess is no one is doing that, so they have a pretty good idea what people are seeing
these days. They not only don't see horrible contradictions in mainstream stories, they don't even see
typos anymore. Or if they do they don't care.
Now, I think Irving is a provocateur, but not the little niggling provocateur we are being sold by Hari. I
now think Irving is part of a long hoax of great depth and importance. I think he is a cloaked Zionist
playing the controlled opposition in another one of their games. His job is to make anyone who
questions mainstream history look like a disgusting sadistic sexist pig. Even more important is that he
makes you think that if you don't believe the history you have been sold in every detail, you may end
up in jail walking in a tight circle with dangerous criminals. Reading all the stories of Irving,
Faurisson, Zundel and so on would make you think that even being in the US won't help you, since
they will just deport you to a country where the courts will hang you out to dry. But my guess is Irving
never spent a day in jail. We now know they fake trials all over the world, and many people you are
told were in jail never were. I am adding Irving to my list. In fact, I am adding all these guys to my
list. They all appear to be part of a long project. I doubt that any real Austrian court would convict
someone for disbelieving the mainstream these days on any given topic, or that any Austrian jury would
find against him. People know they are being lied to constantly, and in Europe that is even more true
than in the US. The Europeans think we are gullible for believing anything our government tells us. I
know. I lived there. I was told that directly. I was told I was a gullible Ameri-cain, and you know
what, at the time I was. I am slowly coming out of it.
Just look at the polls over there on 911. Almost no one believes the mainstream story. In France I
think the disbelief is something like 90%. I don't know what it is in Austria, but in Germany it is also
about 90%. 74% in Germany believe the Kennedy assassination was a lie of some sort. 80% believe
the CIA conducts covert operation on German soil. Almost 40% believe in a secret world government
and and 50% believe they are being spied on. That is higher than in the US, but even here around 84%
think 911 was an inside job. Guess where that last link links to: if you guessed the London
Independent, you win the prize. For the grand prize, guess the date. 11/11/11. Although the
Independent tells us that was a New York Times/CBS poll, the poll is not mentioned at Wikipedia or on
a Google Search. We in the US can know about it only from a London newspaper.
Anyway, Austria is just across the border from Germany and speaks German, so it is doubtful the
opinions there diverge greatly from those of Germany on these issues. Do you still believe these are
the sort of people who would convict a man for doubting a mainstream story? Irving tells us eight of
the people on his jury were fat hausfraus, but that isn't believable, either. [It reminds of the faked O. J.
Simpson trial, which also had a curiously high number of women on the jury]. But even if they were, I
still don't think they would convict him. As it turns out, women are more likely to question mainstream
stories than men. If you study the breakdown by sex of the Zogby polls on 911, you surprisingly find
women more likely to believe the mainstream story is a lie. So fat hausfraus may be your best friend if

you ever really find yourself in Irving's position—not that you ever would.
Now, let us return to Irving's Wikipedia page. In the first section, it is admitted
Though Irving's negationist views of World War II were never taken seriously by mainstream
historians, he was recognized for his knowledge of Nazi Germany and his ability to unearth
new historical documents.

Red flag! If my suspicions here are true, we should find it curious that Irving is unearthing new
historical documents. Even if these documents are genuine, we should ask how he was the one to
“find” them. He tells he dug on shelves in the library no one else dug on, but that isn't really
believable. We have another signal of a set-up here. If he doesn't have to believe the Jews' accounts of
the Holocaust, I don't have to believe his accounts of anything, and I no longer do. I believe he was
used as a conduit all along.
In this line, it is also curious to find that Irving has a twin brother. That could come in handy, as you
know. Perhaps his brother has taken part in “pranks” we don't even know about? In this way, David
Irving can be in two places at the same time. Remember that. Intelligence loves twins for that reason.

Which brings us to some strange entries in his early career. We are told he dropped out of university
because he couldn't afford it. Most people who can't afford university don't come out of the Brentwood
school (first pic). It is very posh. I was founded in 1557. Jack Straw went there, as did Sir Nick
Scheele (Ford Motors), Sir Peter Stothard, Charlie Bean, Lord Black, Baron Carter, Andrew Lansley,
and many other celebrities. Did your high school look anything like that? Those who can't afford
university also don't normally make their start at Imperial College London (second pic). In 2015 QS
rankings it ranked above Oxford and Harvard. Besides being very exclusive, it is also prohibitively
expensive and always has been, and no one even thinks of going there who isn't wealthy. Since Irving's
father didn't die at that time, I don't see why his finances would have changed from one year to the
other.
At age 21 he moved to Germany, where he worked as a steelworker at a Thyssen AG plant. We are
told he learned German while there. He was “the only foreign labourer in the whole of the Ruhr”. Not
believable. To start with, you don't just become a steelworker overnight. Normally you have to have a

period of apprenticeship to work in a major plant like that. You would also be expected to know
German going in. Beyond that, it makes no sense that this British college boy from the University of
London would just pack it up and go work steel in Germany. He wasn't in Germany long enough to
apprentice as a steel worker, because the next year he was in Spain working as a clerk at an Air Base.
Obviously, that's either a military or Intelligence job, probably the latter. That job also didn't last long,
because another year or so later (1962) he was back in Germany writing about the Allied bombing
campaign for Neue Illustrierte. This magazine was started by the English occupation government, so
Irving was clearly on assignment from London. So why was the English occupation government
pushing the Allied bombing campaign, including the horrible Dresden bombing? I assume it was
initially as cover. They wanted to sell themselves as pro-German and anti-English, so they started by
publicizing their own atrocities. This would convince the readers they were really German. But there
was probably more to it than that. You will have to wait until my next paper to get in any deeper there.
So it looks like Irving may have been recruited for MI6 or Naval Intelligence out of Imperial College.
Remember, his father was a Naval Commander in WW2. Commander is a rather high rank, and he
may have had even higher rank after the war. If he was career military and lived until 1967, he
probably reached captain or higher. The father was also from Oxford, which is likewise a clue.
Definitely not a working-class town. Strange we know so little about John James Cawdell Irving. But
remember that Intelligence historically came out of the navy. And although Irving has long claimed his
father was out of the picture, in that Independent article from 2011 we find he was living with his father
in 1964 while they were working on the Jutland book together. Supposing Irving was recruited by
British Intelligence, that would have been near the start of his career. It looks like he may have been
recruited in 1959, so to see him living with his supposedly estranged father in 1964 is somewhat
curious, and may be a clue. Remember, his Wikipedia page tells us the father “severed all links” with
the family in 1942. We now see that isn't true, and conflicts with the 2011 article.
It is also curious that Irving's first book became an international bestseller. He was only 25 with no
degree, so how did he make that happen? Who was the publisher of this Dresden book in 1963?
William Kimber. A websearch turns up almost no useful information on that publisher, although it is
said to have existed until the 1980s. It appears to have specialized in war propaganda and later ghost
stories, so it looks to me like a front for British Intelligence. So I do a search on “William Kimber
British Intelligence” and get a hit. In fact, I get several nice hits at Google Books. In the first footnotes
of Phillip Davies 2004 book MI6 and the Machinery of Spying, we find Kimber as the publisher of two
books: one on the Philby Affair in 1968 by Hugh Trevor-Roper and one by Phillip Johns in 1979 called
Within Two Cloaks: Missions with SIS and SOE. Below that, in footnote 94, we find another spook
book from 1981, Flight Most Secret: Air Missions for the SOE and SIS, by Gibb McCall. And in
footnote 117 we find yet another: Secret Sunday by Donald Darling, 1975.
In Nigel West's 2005 book The A to Z of British Intelligence, we find another nest of footnotes. In them
we find that Kimber published a book Soldier into Spy by Roland Rieul in 1986. Also British Agent by
John Whitwell in 1966. Also Secret and Personal by F. W. Winterbotham in 1969. Also Secret Service
Rendered by Lily Sergueiev in 1968.
And in Richard Aldrich's 2000 book Intelligence and the War Against Japan, we find three more
Kimber publications in the footnotes. Operations most Secret by I. Trenowden, 1978. SOE Singapore,
R. Gough, 1985. And Undercover in the Jungle, J. Bowen, 1978.
That pretty much confirms my suspicion. It is really surprising how easy this is.

More confirmation comes from a hit on Leon Uris, whose English publisher of Exodus was William
Kimber. This was a novel about the founding of Israel, so you see the link to the question at hand. In
the book Uris mentions by name a Dr. Dering who had been a prison doctor at Auschwitz. Uris said he
did medical experiments in sterilization, and Dr. Dering sued him. The 1964 trial received coverage
around the world, of course. Lord Gardiner*, later that year Lord High Chancellor of England, argued
for Uris, which is convenient. 22 witnesses from Auschwitz appeared. Nonetheless, the jury found in
favor of Dering, but awarded him only a farthing. The judge ordered him to pay court costs as well as
the legal fees of Uris' team. We are told that Dering died a year after the trial and that Uris did not
press the widow for outstanding court costs. Right.
This sounds like another project to me. Real court proceedings don't work that way. Why? Because
the loser pays court costs, not the winner. Why would the winner be ordered to pay court costs and the
lawyers fees of the loser? That would only happen if the plaintiff lost. If you sue and lose the case you
can be ordered to pay the defendant's legal bills, but not if you win. Dering won, and it doesn't matter
that his damages were tiny. The point is he won. A win is a win, just like in football: a one-point win
is just as good as a 100-point win.
Lord Gardiner is worth researching as well. He is the grandson of Count von Ziegesar, who—far as I
can tell—was a Jewish merchant given a title in Hungary in the 19 th century. According to his bio,
Lord Gardiner was called to the Bar in 1925, but he had no degree. He was expelled from Oxford, we
are told. How does that work? We are told he was at Oxford in the 1920s. Why not be more specific,
in a public bio? But if he was at Oxford in the 1920s and was expelled, say, in 1923, how did he have
time to be called to the Bar in 1925? He would have to return and finish his degree (which we are not
told he did), then spend at least two years studying law and doing his pupillage. I guess degrees are
important only for us not in the peerage. Or maybe you don't need to study the real law when you are
running fake trials. If you are a Lord you just make up the law as you go.
Did Dr. Dering really die in 1965? No way to know, but he was only 62. Since it looks to me like the
trial was a show trial, that would mean Dering and Uris were actually on the same side, Dering just
being hired to play his part. In support of that, remember that Poland and England were allies in WW2.
Dering was Polish. They also admit he was living and working in London when Exodus was
published. That's curious, wouldn't you say? He just happened to be there at hand for this trial? Very
convenient. Also convenient he died just a few months after the trial. Also convenient that Uris'
publisher William Kimber decided to let Dering's widow off the hook for his lawyers' fees. No
publisher I know of would have done that, since the fees were no doubt steep and since the publisher
would have been embarrassed to lose the case. The publisher's only consolation was those fees, which
were his Pyrrhic victory. Plus, the widow was a doctor's wife and probably not broke. And she had
been awarded £500 a couple of years earlier by Uris' British printer Purnell & Sons. I guess British
Intelligence didn't need the money. They have all they want.
But back to Irving and Dresden. They tell you Irving inflated the deaths in Dresden by large amounts,
first claiming as much as 250,000. He then adjusted them down in later editions. But Wikipedia does a
similar thing, telling us two versions of the same story that don't match. First they tell us
According to the evidence (as introduced by Richard J. Evans at the 2000 libel trial that Irving
brought against Deborah Lipstadt), Irving based his estimates of the dead of Dresden on the word
of one individual who provided no supporting documentation, used forged documents, and
described one witness who was a urologist as Dresden's Deputy Chief Medical Officer.

Two sentences later, we are told this:
Irving based his numbers on a falsified document "TB 47" promulgated by Nazi Propaganda
Minister Joseph Goebbels, as well as claims made after the war by a former Dresden Nazi
functionary, Hans Voigt, without verifying them against official sources available in Dresden.

The second version doesn't match the first. It wasn't one individual, it was at least two (and actually
more than that). There was supporting documentation, since TB 47 wasn't known to be forged until
later (1977), and misidentifying a doctor is caviling. Also, according to my research, Hans Voigt wasn't
a “functionary”, he was a major general.
But it isn't really worth arguing about, since Irving isn't the only one adjusting numbers all over the
place on this topic. It is still going on, since I remember quite clearly the number was around 45,000
just a few years ago. I looked it up when I was re-reading Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse 5.
According to Wikipedia, they have now halved that number. The bottom line is, I don't trust any of
these historians on anything. Like politicians, they just say whatever they like. They then apparently
run fake lawsuits against one another, as promotion of the field in general. I honestly think they
promote various histories on purpose, to keep small people arguing over details, as we see if we visit
any history forum on this topic or any other. My only conclusion from researching this is that Dresden
didn't have any reliable sources itself, since if they had these numbers wouldn't be changing all over the
place to this day. All parties are just making up data, as if they are physicists or something. I can see
why people visit Dresden to look at evidence for themselves, since the public never gets anything but
lies. It is nearly impossible to come to any decent conclusion based on what we are told by the
mainstream. Your only hope is to sift all the lies and somehow hope to spot the truth in the flour. I
haven't done that yet with Dresden.
However, I can tell you that Wikipedia appears to be spinning with its numbers. I searched on TB 47
and was taken here, a current Emory university page that is anti-Irving. They tell us that the new TB
47, now taken as genuine, says
in the authentic Ehrlich copy the death figure was put at 20,204, the expected dead at 25,000, and
the number cremated at 6,865.

To me, that is still criminally unclear. What do they mean by “death figure”? Is that the counted
bodies? And what do they mean by “expected dead”? Does that mean they expect another 4,800 above
the 20,000? Or does it mean they expect another 25,000 above the 20,000? Either way, what is this
expectation based on? It is an extrapolation of what? Even the last figure is unclear. Since this was a
firebombing, all the dead could be said to have been cremated. So is that third number included in the
first, or do we add it? At a first reading, my instinct would be to add the three numbers, getting a total
of about 52,000, but they clearly aren't doing that. They need to tell us why. But again, I think these
things are stated with no precision on purpose. The confusion is never accidental.
Plus, none of the claims or numbers of Wikipedia or Emory mention US four-star General Ira Eaker,
who estimated the number to be around 135,000. “In 1945, General Eaker was named deputy
commander of the Army Air Forces and Chief of the Air Staff.” So it seems he might have known
something about it. Wikipedia conspicuously leaves any information about Dresden off of Eaker's own
page. They mention the ill-advised bombing of Monte Cassino in 1944, but nothing about Dresden.
Very curious. We know why Irving might wish to inflate the dead at Dresden, but why would Eaker
wish to do that?

In the same year the Dresden book came out (1963), Irving went to the police claiming he was burgled.
Gerry Gable admitted he did it, and his lawyer admitted Gable was looking for papers to take to Special
Branch. That's curious on the face of it. Why would the defense lawyer be admitting things like that?
Because this was probably another set-up. Gerry Gable is Jewish, and it is now admitted on the
Searchlight Wiki page that he had links to MI5. [ His leaked 1977 London Weekend Television memo
stated that he had "given names I have acquired to be checked out by British/French security
services".]† Gable was the long-time editor of Searchlight, a self-styled anti-fascist magazine that now

look like another Intel front. For much more on that, you may go here. It looks to me like the burgling
of Irving's flat may have been done either to give his book publicity or to give Gable publicity for his
upcoming magazine, or both. Regardless, it is also curious that although we told this burgling got wide
press coverage, we aren't told the outcome, either on Irving's page or on Gable's. I assume Gable was
convicted, since he admitted he did it. How was he sentenced? Gable has been involved in a lot of
other weirdness that is now admitted, like the libel suit against him and Panorama—also concerning
Nazis—which the BBC had to pay out. Finding him linked to Irving early on certainly bolsters my
thesis here, though it of course doesn't prove it.
Next, we come to the 1967 book on the death of Polish General Sikorski, in which Irving claimed
Churchill ordered the assassination. Churchill had died in 1965 and couldn't sue, but we would have
expected the Government to have responded explosively. Since Poland was part of the Alliance, this
implied Churchill was ordering the deaths of his allies. Instead, the British Government has done little
or nothing to counter all of Irving's anti-Churchill claims (there were many more later)—other than
post pretty tepid denials. However, that wasn't the only book Irving published in 1967. He also libeled
Commander Jack Broome in 1967, and Broome was still alive. Irving had to pay a huge sum and the
book was pulled. This finding may bear on the case of Churchill, since if Irving was willing to lie
about Broome he may have been willing to lie about Churchill as well.
Much more research could be done on Irving, and probably should be, but I have shown you enough
here for my purposes. I have shown you a pretty big pile of contradictions and inconsistencies and red
flags, and my guess it will be hard to look at Irving the way you did yesterday, no matter what you
thought of him. I didn't write this paper to prove a case against Irving, since I have no real interest in
that. My interest is in compiling things already on the internet and putting them in front of you so that
you can come to your own conclusions. And, and I said going in, I was interested in leading you into
bigger questions. As you can see, what I have discovered here begs some very big questions, not only
about Hitler, the Jews, the Holocaust, and Dresden, but about WW2 in general. I think it is becoming
clear we have been told some very big lies from all sides, but it may be possible to unwind some of
them, getting a better picture of what that war may have been about.
As a first question to lead you into my next paper—which may not arrive terribly soon, it is a big one—
just ask yourself if it isn't a bit curious that with all these gigantic wars that have happened over the
centuries, so little territory in Western Europe has actually changed hands. Alsace moves back and
forth occasionally, but little else changes. Even Ireland is still sitting there (with her borders)‡ mostly
untouched after centuries, although you would have expected England to have taken her long long ago.
Mull that over and I will meet you somewhere in the future.

*If you think this makes Thompson a good guy, think again. They are just agents outing eachother. Thompson wrote

a book on conspiracy theory called Counter-knowledge, which is just disinfo and fake debunking. He tries to
convince us there that all 911 theories that question the mainstream theory are “part of a pandemic of credulous
thinking”. He also tries (and fails) to debunk alternative medicine, Moon landing questions, and questions about the
Holocaust. According to his way of thinking, no one in the government has ever lied to you before, so why be
suspicious?
**He is related to Cecily von Ziegesar, who wrote the Gossip Girl books, so beware of her.
†First published in the New Statesman 15 February 1980, reproduced in Lobster magazine, issue 24 December
1992.

‡I added the parentheses after hearing from some Irish friends, who pointed out my original word choice was
criminally sloppy. Since I am a Malloy on my Mom's side, I had to agree. The Irish themselves have certainly not
been “untouched”. What I had meant—and stand by—is that I find it curious that the entire island wasn't simply
taken, losing its name and its borders completely. That is what any objective bystander (say, someone from Pluto)
would have expected, given the history of empires all the way back to Alexander the Great. Of course I am glad
Ireland is still Ireland. When I lived there for a few months in 2007, I nearly got into a fight because I was being too
pro-Irish in the wrong place (you have to be careful over there). When I was younger, I used to say that Ireland hadn't
been taken because it was protected by the Shi, and I was mostly serious. I still leave that possibility on the table, but
now begin to think there may be another more mundane explanation, which we will look at in the follow-up paper.

